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is unique.

is beautiful.
is – like you!

is fascinating.
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is the world‘s first Collarium! It fulfills your longing for youthfulness
and attractiveness in the perfect interplay of collagen and tanning!
After all,
knows what women want...
Nothing is more dear to the heart than your beauty and health, especially that of
your skin. A beautiful complexion and youthful freshness: That is

mon amie

Get to know and trust her - your skin‘s best friend!

!

Timeless beauty where you don‘t see the age.
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This is what
provides through specially developed Collagen Plus
tubes! Your skin‘s collagen deposits harden over the years. With the light spectrum
rebuilds these deposits.
of the collagen tubes,
Therefore a vital, fresh appearance supplants small lines and reduces wrinkles.
Contours tighten noticeably specifically in the face, neck and décolleté.
Your skin regains lost elasticity, the skin structure improves noticeably and appears
significantly smoother and fresher.

Timeless beauty through Collagen Plus

Collagen – the inner value of

Youthfully fresh skin through collagen light therapy – that‘s not to be sneezed at!
An extensive study* revealed:

97 % have better firmness and elasticity over the entire body
89% recognize very good lifting effects on the face, neck and décolleté
68 % noticed a clear vitalization of the entire skin surface

* Observational study of 51 probands over a period of 3 month, 2008, Clinic Piano, Switzerland.

			

– for your beauty!

Depending on use, the collagen light therapy attains diverse anti-aging effects:
(depending on duration of the therapy and the skin constitution)

Vitalization		

with approximately 10 uses in 3 - 4 weeks
The metabolism is activated and the skin is detoxified. Your skin
surface improves as a result.

Regeneration

with approximately 20 uses in 5 - 7 weeks
Impurities heal, your skin appears clearer, fresher and healthier, 		
the moisture content increases.

Tightening

			
			

with approximately 30 uses in 8 - 10 weeks
Your skin regains elasticity through the stabilization of the collagen
structure.Lines and wrinkles are filled in.

			
			

For lasting results a regular application on
a weekly basis is recommended.

			
			

			
			

Feel comfortable in your skin!
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offers you the choice: enjoy the pure collagen light therapy for your
youthful freshness. Or additionally choose tanning for your attractive complexion.
If you decide in favor of tanning, the patented skin measurement sensor provides you
with individualized, safe tanning.
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With the sensor,
analyzes your skin type and thereby determines the
ideal tanning unit. The gentle formation of an attractive skin complexion is guaranteed!
No matter what you decide:
You can feel safe, because
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responds entirely to you!

With
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you can feel the healing power of the sun!

By tanning with
, your body produces Vitamin D3.
The essential „sunshine vitamin“ is formed through the skin to 90% while tanning.
It releases numerous bio-positive effects that promote your health:
Increase in bone density / prevention of osteoporosis . reduction of high blood pressure
strengthening of immune system and musculature . reduction of the risk of thrombosis
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not only spends you beauty, but a healthy, active well-being –
simply a better awareness of life!

Healthy attractiveness is twice as beautiful!

Enjoy the world of
				
The entire world of

mon amie
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with skin and senses
: Pure enjoyment for body and soul!

increases your attractiveness and thereby also promotes your
relaxation – it lightly caresses both your skin and soul!
Experience your own, new world of beauty and emotion and enjoy the pure feeling
of wellness in a soft and relaxing environment.
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– simply put for every woman in the world...

By the way, men can also get to know

mon amie

!

I look forward to seeing you!

www.

mon-amie

.de
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